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Just
Just aa Few
Few Words
Words
By Ellen R. Braaf, Mid-Atlantic SCBWI Regional Advisor
Dear
Members,
DearMid-Atlantic
Mid-Atlantic
Members,
Happy New Year! I hope yours is off to a good start. For
several Mid-Atlantic members, 2018 ended with successes
to celebrate. Congratulations to Teddi Ahrens for winning
the 2018 SCBWI Work-in-Progress Grant for her young-adult
fiction manuscript Nadia’s War! Congratulations also to
the 30 Mid-Atlantic SCBWI members whose 46 different
titles have been placed on 40 separate lists naming the
Best Children’s and Teens Books of 2018—for a total
of 100 separate notable mentions! By our count, Meg
Medina’s Merci Suárez Changes Gears was included
seventeen times and Kwame Alexander’s Rebound,
twelve! Mid-Atlantic members with best-of-the-year books
are: Alyssa Hollingsworth, Angela Dominguez, Angie
Smibert, Anne Marie Pace, Christina June, Erica S.
Perl, Hannah Barnaby, Jacqueline Jules, Jennifer
Elvgren, Julie Segal-Walters, Karen Kane, Karin
Anderson, Kathryn Erskine, Kwame Alexander, Laura
Krauss Melmed, Lauren Gallegos, Leah Henderson, Lisa
Connors, M. K. England, Madelyn Rosenberg, Maria
Gianferrari, Mary Crockett, Meg Medina, Megan
Wagner Lloyd, Patricia O’Connell Pearson, Rashin
Kheiryeh, Robert Meganck, Sue Fliess, Susan
(VanHecke) Wood, Wendy Wan-Long Shang, and Zara
Gonzalez Hoang. A detailed list is posted on my RA Blog
(midatlantic.scbwi.org/2019/01/07/2018-best-books-foryoung-readers-young-adults/). My thanks to Dionna Mann
for compiling this information!

We’re working on some exciting events for 2019. Friday,
May 31, through Sunday, June 2, we’ll hold two,
separate retreats at the Roslyn Conference Center in
Richmond, VA—a picture book weekend workshop for
writers and illustrators and a novel revision retreat. We
welcome your input. If there are any editors or authors
you’d like to see facilitate these craft-focused workshops,
please let me know ASAP at midatlantic-ra@scbwi.org.
Put “Retreats” in the subject line. Friday, October 25,
and Saturday, October 26, we’ll hold our annual fall
conference at the Holiday Inn Dulles, in Sterling, VA.
Laurie Halse Anderson will be our keynote speaker.
Details for these and other programs will be posted on the
Mid-Atlantic event calendar (midatlantic.scbwi.org/events).
Check back often for updates. In the meantime, save these
dates. Hope you can join us.
Our region depends on volunteers. We could not offer
the kinds of programs we do without them. If you’d like
to help, please contact Volunteer Coordinator Poppy
(Liza) Parfomak or me at midatlantic@scbwi.org. Note
“Volunteer” in the subject line.
And as always, if you want to organize a get-together
in your local area or if you have suggestions for future
programs and events, do not hesitate to contact me at
midatlantic-ra@scbwi.org.
I wish you all good health, much joy, and creative energy
in 2019.

Illustration: JOANIE STONE, joaniestone.com

Best,
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Upcoming Events
Find out the latest SCBWI happenings
in the Mid-Atlantic region HERE and
in the MD/DE/WV region HERE.

SCBWI EVENTS
2019 MD/DE/WV “Steering the Craft” Regional Conference
The 2019 MD/DE/WV Regional Conference will be held on March
22–24, 2019, at the Maritime Conference Center in Linthicum
Heights, Maryland (near the BWI airport). There will be breakouts,
intensive workshops, manuscript critiques, portfolio reviews,
keynotes, panels, a drop-in query/first page/illustration critique
booth, and more! The faculty (so far) will include authors Lola M.
Schaefer and Ronald L. Smith, editors Talia Benamy (Philomel/
Penguin Random House) and Amanda Ramirez (Simon and
Schuster), and agents Kevin Lewis (Erin Murphy Literary Agency)
and Beth Phelan (Gallt and Zacker). To learn more, click HERE.

Did you know? Mid-Atlantic SCBWI
has a Facebook Page, with members
announcing their kidlit events, book
launches, and more? Check it out
HERE!

REGIONAL KIDLIT EVENTS NOT SPONSORED BY SCBWI
Penguin Random House Book Fair
The Penguin Random House Book
Fair will be held Friday, March 1, and
Saturday, March 2, 2019, at the Carroll
Community College in Westminster,
Maryland. The book fair is a fundraising
event to heighten awareness of
the importance of reading, literacy,
and learning. The fair hosts author
presentations and signings, hands-on
STEM activities for kids, movies, a
silent auction, a children’s story time, a
discounted book fair, and free books for
children! To learn more about this event
that funds over $600,000 in local student
scholarships, click HERE.

Virginia State Reading Association
Conference
The fifty-second annual VSRA
Conference, “Unlocking the Treasures of
Literacy,” will be held Thursday, March 14,
through Saturday, March 16, 2019, at the
Norfolk Waterside Marriott and Hilton.
Authors from Virginia, local and national
literacy professionals, and educators will
share latest education trends, ideas, and
research. The exhibit hall will hold local
and national vendors providing products
and services that enhance the work of
literacy professionals. Learn more about
this ticketed event HERE.

Lex Allen Literary Festival at Hollins
University
On Saturday, March 16, 2019, Hollins
University in Roanoke, Virginia, will host
its annual spring event named in honor
of former Hollins English professor Lex
Allen. Writers-in-residence and literary
guests Pam Durban, Rebecca Morgan
Frank, and Paul Lisicky will speak. To
learn more about this FREE event, click
HERE.

Virginia Festival of the Book
The Virginia Festival of the Book will
take place in venues across historic
Charlottesville and Albemarle County
on Wednesday, March 20, through
Sunday, March 24, 2019. This annual
festival celebrates books, reading,
literacy, and literary culture. Programs
include traditional author readings,
book signings, children’s programs, and
hands-on workshops. To learn about this
mostly FREE event, click HERE.

Walter Dean Myers Awards
Ceremony and Symposium
The Walter Dean Myers Awards
Ceremony and Symposium will be held
on Friday, March 29, 2019, at the Library
of Congress in Washington, DC. The
event is co-sponsoredby theLibrary
of Congress Education and Outreach 
Division and We Need Diverse Books.
Newbery Medalist and bestselling 

author Linda Sue Park will emcee the 
ceremony and Christopher Myers, son of
the late Walter Dean Myers, will speak.
Mid-Atlantic member Meg Medinawill
act as symposium moderator of Walter 
Honoree panelists. The event is FREE and
open to the public. Learn more HERE.

NoVa TEEN Book Festival
The NoVa TEEN Book Festival will be held
on Saturday, March 30, 2019, at George
C. Marshall High School in Falls Church,
Virginia. The event connects YA book
lovers and local YA authors to create
a sense of community and to inspire
creativity. There will be author panels,
Q&A breakout sessions, book signings,
and book-related activities throughout
the day. Books, food, and drinks will be
sold. Click HERE to learn more about this
FREE event.

Annapolis Book Festival
The Annapolis Book Festival—bringing
nationally renowned authors to Key
School in Annapolis, Maryland—will be
held on Saturday, April 6, 2019. Authors
across genres will discuss their books
and the craft of writing. The festival will
include a stage for children’s activities
and live music. New and used books and
refreshments may also be purchased. To
learn more about this FREE event, click
HERE.

continued on page 20
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Good News!
Several Mid-Atlantic SCBWI members, working for
hire with Spooky Cheetah Press, created
leveled K–3 social studies readers for
Nystrom Education and Social Studies School
Service (S4). Each title was written once for
students reading below grade level, once
for those reading at grade level, and once
for students reading above grade level. They
became available to schools during the
2018–19 school year. Members’ books
include:
Ann Bonwill’s BUSINESS BUDGET—
HOW DO YOU MAKE A MONEY PLAN?
for third graders, and HOUSEHOLD
BUDGET—HOW DO YOU MAKE A
MONEY PLAN and ISLAND OF MANY
WONDERS—WHAT WILL WE SEE IN
NEW GUINEA? for second graders;
Cynthia Unwin’s LAURA INGALLS
WILDER: HOW DID SHE CAPTURE THE
PIONEER SPIRIT? for third graders and
WHAT IS CLIMATE? AND HOW DOES
IT AFFECT OUR LIVES? for second
graders;
Dionna L. Mann’s BRAVE
EXPLORERS: HOW DID LEWIS, CLARK,
AND SACAGAWEA SHAPE AMERICA? for
first graders;
Marcie Atkins’s ROSA PARKS: WHY IS
SHE AN AMERICAN HERO? and WHO ARE
FIRST RESPONDERS? for kindergarteners,
and WHAT ARE WEATHER AND CLIMATE?
for first graders;
and Terry Catasús Jennings’s
SUBURBAN AMERICA: WHAT WAS LIFE
LIKE? for second graders and WHY DID
IMMIGRANTS COME TO AMERICA? for
kindergartners.

Ali Pfautz’s picture book LET’S COUNT AND MOVE!,
illustrated by Sara Grier, was released this past
fall by Artistic Endeavors Press! It gets children,
ages two through five, counting silly creatures and
imitating their movements—from twisting like three
boogerboos to swimming with six lollyhoos.
Alyssa Hollingsworth’s middle-grade, THE
ELEVENTH TRADE, was released by Roaring Brook
Press on September 18, 2018! It’s about twelveyear-old Sami, a refugee, who trades items until he
has enough money to redeem from a music store
his grandfather’s stolen rebab, a traditional Afghan
instrument. School Library Journal said: “Sami’s story
sheds light on the special challenges, determination,
faith, resilience, and post-traumatic stress that
impact and shape the lives of many refugees.”
Anne Marie Pace has two picture-book releases
to announce! VAMPIRINA IN THE SNOW, illustrated
by LeUyen Pham, was released by Disney-Hyperion
on October 2, 2018. It’s a snow-day tale in which
Vampirina and her clan have fun sledding and
making snow angels, and Vampirina tests her
ballet skills on ice. And on March 5, 2019, Abrams
Appleseed will release SUNNY’S TOW TRUCK SAVES
THE DAY. Illustrated by Christopher Lee, it introduces
little readers to the concept of time and to various
workers and their vehicles when a family car gets a
flat on the way to a picnic.
Christina June’s young-adult novel NO PLACE LIKE
HERE will be released by Blink YA Books, an imprint
of HarperCollins, on May 21, 2019! In this modern
twist on Hansel and Gretel, Ashlyn finds herself
working at a wilderness retreat with her estranged
cousin. She collects quotes and gains new friends in
order to discover the power of using her voice.
Dionna L. Mann’s ORCAS, a Nature’s Children
nonfiction book for third through fifth graders, will be
released February 1, 2019, by Scholastic Press! Every
spread contains a stunning photograph, easy-tofollow text, informational graphics, and fascinating
facts about one magnificent marine mammal.

continued on page 6
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Good News!

continued from page 5

Erin Teagan’s middle-grade adventure, SURVIVOR
GIRL, will be forthcoming from Clarion Books on
July 16, 2019! It tells the story of twelve-year-old
Ali, who adores her reality-show celebrity father,
Survivor Guy. She hopes to follow in his footsteps,
but when he invites her on location, she’s not sure
she’ll survive one episode. Read Erin’s SURVIVOR
GIRL interview with Mr. Schu Reads.
Jacqueline Jules’s FREDDIE RAMOS HEARS IT ALL,
her seventh Zapato Power chapter book illustrated
by Miguel Benítez, was released by Albert Whitman
and Company on September 1, 2018! In this latest
adventure, Freddie must find a way to use his super
hearing powers without giving in to the temptation
to eavesdrop.
Joan Waites’s A COLORFUL TAIL: FINDING MONET
IN GIVERNY—a picture book she wrote and
illustrated—will be forthcoming from Schiffer Kids
Publishing on March 28, 2019! It tells the story of a
young red fox who longs to see the collage of colors
that adorn his home in Monet’s garden last forever.
But alas! Something or someone is always changing
the view.
Kim Norman has two publications to announce!
Her picture book THUNDER PUG, illustrated by Keika
Yamaguchi, was released by Sterling
Children's Books on January 8, 2019!
It’s a story about superhero Percy, a pug
who discovers that life is better spent
with his porcine friend by his side. Kim
also released SELL BOOKS AND GET PAID
DOING AUTHOR SCHOOL VISITS this past
September. It covers topics like how to
target programs to various grade levels,
how to find schools that host authors,
and how much to charge.
Kitson Jazynka has four publications to announce!
On September 25, 2018, National
Geographic Children’s Books released
her History’s Mysteries for middle-grade
readers, FREAKY PHENOMENA: CURIOUS
CLUES, COLD CASES, AND PUZZLES FROM

THE PAST. For grades one through four,
National Geographic Kids released
GALLOP! 100 FUN FACTS ABOUT HORSES
on October 9, 2018, and BUZZ ALDRIN
on December 18, 2018. And on April 9,
2019, DK Children’s Books will release,
in their DK Life Stories series, FLORENCE
NIGHTINGALE, a middle-grade
biography illustrated by Charlotte Ager.
Kwame Alexander’s picture book,
THE UNDEFEATED, will be forthcoming
on April 2, 2019, from Versify, his Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt imprint! Illustrated by the award-winning
Kadir Nelson, it’s an ode to African American
history. Filled with grit and passion, it shines the
spotlight on some of the world’s greatest heroes.
In further good news, Kwame’s young-adult novel
SWING, which he cowrote with Mary Rand Hess,
debuted at number four on the New York Times
Best Sellers list!
Laura Krauss Melmed’s BEFORE WE
MET was released in its Chinese edition
this past August! It’s a picture book
in verse about a mother’s love for her
unborn child, richly illustrated by Jing
Jing Tsong and originally published by
Beach Lane Books in 2016.
Lauren Gallegos has two picture books to
announce! On June 5, 2018, Tilbury House
Publishers released RUBIO AND JULIENNE: A SWEET
AND CHEESY TALE, written by Dan Paley. Lauren’s
illustrations bring to life a delicious
story inspired by Romeo and Juliet,
albeit with a sweeter ending. And on
November 6, 2018, Lauren’s fourth
collaboration with author Alane Adams,
THE CIRCUS THIEF, was published by
SparkPress. This boyhood tale follows
Georgie to the circus where he discovers he must
rescue Roxie, a circus-trained horse that’s fated to work
on a farm.

continued on page 23
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In the News
Rashin Kheiriyeh’s SAFFRON ICE CREAM and Angela Dominguez’s STELLA
DIAZ HAS SOMETHING TO SAY were both selected as 2018–2019 Reading Is
Fundamental and National Education Association Read Across America titles.
Read Across America encourages students to read books that drive home the
message that people with their diverse interests and backgrounds are what
make communities special and strong.

Sue Fliess. Photo: Meg Fleming

Courtesy BrownBrothersBooks.com

Kwame Alexander and Ann Marie Stephens speak
to educators in Nashville about Kwame’s writing
workshop book THE WRITE THING. Courtesy Ann
Marie Stephens

Sue Fliess was on the faculty during the
SCBWI annual summer conference held
in Los Angeles from August 3 through 6,
2018! She presented “Tips and Tricks to
Breaking In.” Sue reminded writers to be
persistent and never to let grass grow
beneath their feet. Some of Sue’s personal
highlights from attending the national
conference were: having cupcakes with
Judy Blume, hearing Lois Lowry speak,
and meeting the authors and illustrators
of tomorrow!
On August 7, 2018, Maria Gianferrari’s
TERRIFIC TONGUES! and Sue Fliess’s
MARY HAD A LITTLE LAB were placed on
Oklahoma’s 2019 Redbud Read-Aloud
Masterlist. Students will vote for their
favorite title, with the winner announced
in May.
On August 13, 2018, during Nashville’s
Project LIT Community event, Kwame
Alexander spoke about THE WRITE THING,
his writing workshop book for teachers.
SCBWI Mid-Atlantic member Ann Marie
Stephens—an author and teacher who
uses Kwame’s methods in the classroom
and who contributed ideas for the
project—presented with him. She said
of her participation: “It was a powerful
feeling, sharing a room with young people
who see themselves as indispensable
leaders of the literacy community.”
During the month of September, Parents
magazine and First Book recommended
Angela Dominguez’s middle-grade
STELLA DIAZ HAS SOMETHING TO SAY as
one of twenty top books that celebrate
diversity. Additionally, the Huffington Post
listed MANGO, ABUELA, AND ME, which
Angela illustrated and Meg Medina wrote,
as one of the top twenty-five children’s
books that celebrate differences.
On September 7, 2018, Anne Marie Pace’s
picture-book character Vampirina Ballerina
(known as Vee in the hit Disney Junior
TV series Vampirina) came to life as a
costumed character at Disneyland resorts
and adventure parks!

Anne Marie Pace’s character Vampirina comes to
life on the stage at the Disney Resort. Courtesy Walt
Disney World Resort

Kwame Alexander’s September was
busy. To mention a few of his kidlit items:
on September 4, 2018, Bank Street
Graduate School of Education invited him
to speak at their college’s annual Barbara
Biber Convocation. Read more HERE. On
September 13, CityLit Project of Baltimore
honored him with the Chic Dambach
Award for his service to the literary arts.
And Kwame teamed up with Follett Book
Fairs to form a literacy effort called All
Books for All Kids. The campaign gives
children from many backgrounds access
to a wide range of books with diverse
characters and historical figures. Read about
the initiative HERE.

Kwame Alexander accepts his Chic Dambach Award in
Baltimore. Courtesy CityLit Project

Meg Medina’s young-adult novel BURN
BABY BURN was nominated by Wisconsin
high-school students as a Golden Archer read!
Wisconsin students will vote for the winning
title during the spring of 2019.
Under the red tent in Hinds Plaza in New
Jersey on Saturday, September 22, 2018,
author-illustrator Angela Dominguez
filled the Princeton Children’s Book Festival
stage during story time. She was also the
creator of the 2018 Princeton Children’s
Book Festival poster, many of which she
signed in addition to her books.
On September 25, 2018, Jacqueline
Jules’s LIGHT THE MENORAH! A HANUKKAH
HANDBOOK, illustrated by Kristina
Swarner, received a starred review from
Publishers Weekly; thanks to the PW
Children’s Bookshelf digital newsletter,
the review landed in more than thirty
thousand inboxes! Read the review HERE.
On September 25, 2018, Kirkus
Reviews selected Meg Medina’s
MERCI SUÁREZ CHANGES GEARS
as a finalist for the fifth annual
Kirkus Prize in the young readers
category! Since MERCI’s release,
Meg has been touring across the
country with stops at the National
Book Festival in DC, book festivals in
Brooklyn, Pittsburgh, Boston, Austin, and
Madison, Wisconsin. Read more about
Meg’s journey while writing MERCI in this
PW Bookshelf article.

continued on page 13

Courtesy WEMTA.org

Angela signs books and posters at the Princeton
Children’s Festival. Photo: Princeton Children’s Book
Festival, Princeton Public Library
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The middle grade panel at Brooklyn Book Festival Meg
Medina with Veera Hiranandani and Kheryn Callendar.
Courtesy Meg Medina
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Book Birthday
and Beyond
by Leah Henderson

Some of us may have had a certain vision of what we
thought would happen after our first book was published.
Even for those of us who never put a glamourous shine
on things, once published, we were still met with untold
surprises, frustrations, and unexpected realities.
One such reality: the majority of published authors,
especially debuts, will never go on national tours (or even
local ones) or get sent to many major conferences or
festivals. What we will get, however, is a book in our hands
and a book birthday to start us on our way. Then it is often
up to us to figure out how to give our books life beyond
their publication dates.
Like many debut authors, I didn’t have a concrete
marketing plan and often marveled at friends and fellow
writers who seemed to know instinctively just what to
do at crucial points leading up to release. On my own, I
probably would’ve forgotten to craft a tweet when my
ONE SHADOW ON THE WALL ARCs (advanced reader
copies) arrived or may have missed the moment to shout
a “Hooray!” into the social media mass when my book
celebrated its first official day in the world. But I did have
writer friends who were ready to shout for me. Then,
thankfully, a month before my launch, I finally realized I
needed to up my game—if there’d be any hope for my
quiet middle-grade set in Senegal.

I won’t lie, I was beyond nervous about putting myself and
my work out there, but I wrote the novel because I wanted
kids like my main character, Mor, to see their possibilities
in the world. And that wasn’t going to happen if I sat back
in silence, waiting for others to champion my work. Simon
and Schuster wasn’t going to put me on the road, and
nor had they promised to, and I came to understand why.
Those titles you hear about over and over and see in every
bookstore, face-out on the shelves, are the books that keep
the lights on at publishers. They’re also the books that give
editors like mine the opportunity and capital to invest
in quieter, noncommercial stories they also believe in. I
needed to be the one to take the initiative, and I was ready
to try.

Illustrations: NICOLE ALLIN, www.allinart.net

After a year and a half, I got to work. I participated in almost
fifty speaking engagements, most of which I arranged
myself! I did school visits, book festivals, conferences,
workshops, award ceremonies, book signings, and gave
several keynote addresses. Along the way, I learned a lot.
First, be realistic about your expectations (for yourself and
for your publisher). Don’t give disappointment a space to
grow by having unrealistic goals and unattainable successbarometers. That doesn’t mean dream small. It just means
lay out a plan you can follow and attain.
Second, make a plan. Remember, festivals, conferences,
and other events require proposals far in advance. Start
researching possible events early and keep a list of event
dates and submission deadlines. Pick events that not only

continued on page 20
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Craft Tips for Writers

Putting Historical
Fact in Our Historical
Fiction
by Patricia O’Connell Pearson

Full disclosure: I had a career in
history education before I started
writing. That love affair with history
colors my view that we authors have
a responsibility to the past. I don’t
mean we shouldn’t manipulate
historical fact to create a good story,
not at all. Fiction is fiction. Make Teddy
Roosevelt a yeti hunter, if you wish
(president as vampire hunter has
been done). While there may be no
history police out there, I offer two
rules to follow. One, know when you’re
manipulating the facts. Change almost
anything, but never by mistake. Two,
keep historical characters real, even if
they are hunting vampires. Make sure
your Theodore Roosevelt is true to the
real TR. How?
First, get the setting right. Think of
setting as film where the details
are easy to see. Hidden Figures is a
great example of a mostly true but
still somewhat fictionalized story.
Downton Abbey, on the other hand, is
completely fictional. But both present
their story’s eras in full, accurate detail.
Clothing, food, language, political and
social attitudes, technology, gender
roles, world events—it’s all there and
all done right. To me, it’s what makes
a good story great. But it’s not easy.

If you don’t like doing research and
lots of it, don’t write historical fiction.
(Westerns, at least in film, tend to put
atmosphere over accuracy. Watch
a few westerns made in different
decades and then look at real photos
of the era. Clothing, hairstyles, level of
dust, attitudes—all reflect the decade
when the movie was made rather than
the reality of the late 1800s.)
Second, get the events right. It’s
fine to telescope events, rush things
along, blend elements of the story,
etc., but the pieces should reflect
an accurate whole. Can your hero
appear in every major battle of the
Civil War? Sure. But keep the reasons
for, and the conduct and results of,
those battles accurate unless you are
intentionally changing reality. When
it comes to historical people, they can
certainly do things they didn’t really
do—like TR hunting yeti. But make
it plausible for the character. Don’t
send George Washington to Paris
in late 1777. Savvy readers—even
kids—will know that GW was at Valley
Forge at that time and they will focus
on the implausible instead of your
story. Readers are happy to suspend
disbelief for the yetis, but not for GW
being unavailable for the crossing of
the Delaware.
Third, get historical characters right.
Even while TR is hunting yeti, his
personality and character should
remain his. This is more than accuracy.
I think we owe real people their real
characters, for better or worse. If you
need a villain and the real characters
don’t provide one, make one up. But
don’t portray Mother Teresa as greedy.
And conversely, don’t make Thomas
Jefferson a simple man with no
character flaws.

Last, get the thinking right (the
hardest rule of all). Yes, your fictional
character can rail against the norms
of the time. People did and do. But
not every heroine has to chafe against
gender roles. And if she does chafe,
her sisters don’t have to be limp in
comparison. In the same vein, the
conquistador you’re creating probably
shouldn’t worry about mining safety
or the threat of invasive species.

Illustration: JOY HEYER, joyheyer.com

The past is a wonderful place to
write fiction—wonderful settings,
endless stories, and a multilayered
gift for young readers. It’s got all the
wonders of great literature wrapped
in irresistible invitations to enjoy
history. There’s no absolute definition
for historical fiction, but it’s safe to say
it’s a completely or mostly or partly
or a little bit fictional story set in a
nonfictional past. How many liberties
can the author take with historical
characters, events, or places? It
depends.

In the end, it’s about writing a good
story. Choose a time and place of
the past and ask the reader for her
suspension of disbelief. But do the
research. Know the facts. As critic and
writer Stephanie Merritt said, “…only
then will you have the authority to
depart from those facts.”
Patricia writes historical
fiction and nonfiction for
young readers. Her book
FLY GIRLS: THE DARING
AMERICAN WOMEN PILOTS
WHO HELPED WIN WWII
(Simon and Schuster BFYR)
was an ALA Booklist starred review, and her
book on the 1930s Civilian Conservation
Corps is due for release in 2019.
poconnellpearson.com
Photo: Laura Goyer Photography
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Partnerships
The Author-Illustrator:
RASHIN KHEIRIYEH

The Editor:
ARTHUR LEVINE

Would you describe
the events in SAFFRON
ICE CREAM as
autobiographical?
SAFFRON ICE CREAM
is based on my life
but some part of it is
fiction. In 1979, I was
born in Khorramshahr,
a border city next to
the Persian Gulf in
Rashin Kheiriyeh. Photo: Sina Nayeri
the southern part of
Iran. I was only nine months old when Iraq attacked
Khorramshahr and the long eight-year war started. We
lost our house and everything we had. My family, with
many other refugees, had to move to the northern part
of Iran by the Caspian Sea, where I spent most of my
childhood. We spent many summer times going to the
Caspian Beach. Despite the war and all the difficulties,
my amazing parents created a happy childhood for me.
After moving to New York, I was excited when I
planned a trip to Coney Island Beach. It was a flashback
to all my childhood memories. I was curious. Would
there be any rules like those we had on our Iranian
beach? Would there be saffron ice cream?
Why did you decide to write it?
The reason I wrote this story was because I wanted
to open a new window by sharing my immigration
story with kids. I wanted to talk about real Iranian
families and culture. There are a lot of misconceptions
about Iran in the media, and that makes me sad. I also
wanted to share with my audience all the wonderful
moments I had growing up in Iran. At the end of the

continued on page 11

Why did you fall in love
with the picture-book
dummy—text and
illustrations—for
SAFFRON ICE CREAM?
It didn’t exactly happen
that way! I fell in
love with Rashin’s art
when I saw it for the
first time at the New
York SCBWI Winter
Arthur Levine. Photo: Anthony Bianciella
Conference. We made
a great connection right there and then, and we began
working to develop a story. As we talked, I loved her
warm memories of Iran, as well as her happiness here
in the US. So ultimately, we worked on a story that
presented both of those honest sets of feelings.
What about Rashin’s work ethic made the text revision
enjoyable?
Rashin is such an eager collaborator! What I loved most
was how she’d take a simple question such as “If going
to the beach in Iran looked like this, what did going
to the beach in the US look like?” and she’d come up
with a wildly fanciful vision of an Iranian family on the
subway to Coney Island!
Why do you hope children from many backgrounds will
read and enjoy SAFFRON ICE CREAM?
I think we’ve all had the experience of being a
stranger in a strange land–whether we’ve moved to
a new school, or a new town, or a new country. And
I hope every child who has that experience will be
encouraged by SAFFRON ICE CREAM to embrace where
they came from, yet also find hope and happiness in
their new home.

continued on page 11

THE BOOK
SAFFRON ICE CREAM (Arthur A. Levine Books, 2018) is about a young Iranian girl named
Rashin who is excited about her first visit to the beach in her family’s new home in Brooklyn.
On the way there, she remembers what beach trips were like in Iran—the beautiful Caspian
Sea, the Persian music, and most of all, the saffron ice cream she shared with her best friend,
Azadeh. But there are wonderful things in this new place as well—a subway train, exciting
music, and maybe even a new friend! The New York Times Book Review said of it: “With her
colorful, exuberant folk-art illustrations and upbeat, friendly tone, Rashin makes a daunting
cross-cultural leap seem as easy as a summer breeze.”
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Partnerships

continued from page 10
day, everyone loves ice cream, and I hope one day
kids will experience the awesome taste of Persian ice
cream—saffron ice cream—for themselves!
Tell us more about the vibrant, colorful palette you
chose for your book.
For SAFFRON ICE CREAM, I used oil and acrylic on
textured paper. Since the story takes place in both
Iran and the US, I attempted to blend two cultures—
combining cultural heritage and traditional patterns
and designs with a contemporary, modern look. I
am also inspired by traditional Persian paintings and
illustrations. The bright and colorful palette I chose
was inspired by the warmth of a summer beach. I
also wanted my illustrations to express the joy of my
characters and the excitement of a beach trip.
What was it like working with Arthur and Marijka while
fine-tuning SAFFRON ICE CREAM?
When I met Arthur at the SCBWI conference in New
York, we talked about a new story idea about Iran.
Later, I came up with the Caspian Beach idea. Arthur
suggested “Saffron Ice Cream” for the title and I loved
it. Arthur was such a kind soul to work with and an
amazing editor. He was there for me through the whole
process. He helped me to add more adventure and
whimsical touches to my manuscript.
Marijka was fun to work with and a wonderful art
director. She kept me updated about the latest
feedback from the design and marketing team. Arthur
and Marijka gave me all the space and freedom to draw
and experiment with different ideas and techniques.
They were always supportive. When I was drawing
the dummies, they helped me have a better visual
understanding about New York City, encouraging me
to include subway signs and outfits from different
cultures. It was such fun—our teamwork!
Rashin is an Iranian-born award-winning illustrator, author,
animation director, and painter with more than seventy children’s
books published around the world. She was a 2017 Maurice
Sendak Fellow and New Horizon Award winner at the Bologna
Book Fair in 2009. She teaches art at the University of Maryland.
www.rashinart.com

The Art Director: MARIJKA KOSTIW
Why did you fall in
love with the picturebook dummy--text
and illustrations--for
SAFFRON ICE CREAM?
The story was unique,
as was Rashin’s art
style. We are always
looking for something
fresh to publish. And
this manuscript was
Marijka Kostiw. Photo: Marc Tauss
such an unusual
immigrant story with illustrations that visually evoke
a culture very different from most readers from the
United States may be familiar with.
What about Rashin’s work ethic made the revision
process enjoyable?
We wanted the spreads that were set in Iran to
somehow be different from the ones set in Brooklyn.
We discussed a few different ideas. A very successful
solution was found. Textured paper was used to create
borders for the scenes from Iran, thus making them
stand apart from the scenes in Brooklyn in a subtle yet
effective way. When asked to create something for this
purpose, Rashin came up with the unique and creative
solution without any hesitation and it all felt right for
the book. Working with Rashin was a very collaborative
experience.
Why do you hope children from many backgrounds will
read and enjoy SAFFRON ICE CREAM?
The world is so vast and yet in many ways so small, and
in the end we all have great stories to tell. By telling a
simple story about going to the beach, Rashin shows
us that while we may think that we are very different,
we really are in many ways very alike. Reaching out to
someone, hearing what someone else is saying, making
a friend, all of these gestures and efforts can bridge so
many perceived differences.
Arthur founded Arthur A. Levine Books in 1996. The guiding
principal of his imprint is to bring to American readers “The Best
of the World’s Literature for Young People.” Arthur edits between
eight and ten books annually, those with powerful, unique voices
and visions reflecting a multitude of cultures.
Marijka is art director and associate to the creative director of
the trade books group at Scholastic, where she began her design
career many years ago. She works with acclaimed artists and
has art directed and designed numerous award-winning picture
books and novels for Scholastic Press, Arthur A. Levine Books, and
Orchard Books.
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Use Oral Storytelling
Techniques to Enliven
Your Author Visits
by Ali Pfautz

Ali Pfautz is saved by a knight during one of her presentations. Courtesy Ali Pfautz

Aside from the occasional writer’s
block, the multitudes of drafts, and
the dilemma of self-publish or submit,
the process of writing your book
was quite fulfilling, right? You spent
months, mostly alone, trying to get
your words to flow. Finally, those
offbeat characters and that tricky story
arc fell into place. You had a finished
manuscript. A beautiful book. But
then, you were invited to read it. Out
loud. To kids. Gah!
Many writers thrive on the solitariness
of putting words to the page, but
dislike (some strongly) reading those
words in front of an audience. If you’re
a writer who’s uncomfortable with
presentations or maybe you’re looking
for tips to make yours more exciting,
then here’s an idea: start thinking of
your readings as tellings.

Ali Pfautz presents during BooFest. Photo: Community Ideas Station

Ali Pfautz gets the kids excited while telling stories. Photo: Kerry B Smith
Photography

However, not everyone is comfortable
adding that much theatrical flair. So
instead, pay closer attention to your
vocals, as a whole.
Even when reading the most magical
of picture books or the most intriguing
of chapter books, if a reader’s voice
is flat, the energy in the room will be
too. Practice reading out loud and
add depth to your vocals. Play with
volume, highs and lows. Experiment
with your pacing, fast and slow.
Pause—in strategic places—for effect.
Next, think about your face and how
you can express the various emotions
of the piece. Think big eyes, wide
smile, loud voice when something
exciting happens. Raised eyebrows,
rumpled mouth with a quieter tone
when a scene becomes mysterious.

Oral storytellers have the added
benefit of a physical as well as an
emotional connection with audiences
through eye contact, vocalizations,
and facial expression. As a member
of the Virginia Storytelling Alliance
(VASA), I’m one of dozens of
storytellers working to promote the
art. My personal focus is stories for
little ones. When I’m reading one of my
picture books, I try to use storytelling
techniques to help children not just
listen to but experience my story. Here
are some ways you can do the same.

Get Up and Move

Make Faces and Be Loud (Even in
the Library)

It’s not uncommon for me to jump
around, stomp through the audience,
or sit down in the middle of a row of
kiddos. You can too! Pick out sections
in your book where it feels natural
for you to move, either to imitate a
character’s action or to enhance a
moment in the story. Then, take it
even further . . .

I’m really not encouraging you to
sneer at people and YELL your story,
but think about varying your vocality
and your facial expressions. For some
people that means finding fun voices
and faces for different characters.

When reading aloud, sometimes we
get so caught up in holding the book,
we forget to have fun. One way to do
that is adding movement. It can be
as simple as hand gestures. With the
book in one hand, raise your other
arm up slowly as you read about the
tree growing toward the sky. Or, move
the whole book side to side as you
read about the wind whipping around.
If that feels comfortable, take it a step
further . . .

continued on page 13
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In the News

continued from page 7
During the month of October, Mid-Atlantic SCBWI members Erica Perl
and Pamela Ehrenberg were awarded FY19 Arts & Humanities Fellowship
Grants from the DC Commission on the Arts & Humanities! Pamela and Erica are
willing to chat with other DC-resident SCBWI members who might be thinking
of applying for next year’s grant. Contact them via their websites, HERE and
HERE.

On October 1, 2018, congratulations went out to Teddi Ahrens for winning
the 2018 SCBWI Work-in-Progress Grant for her young-adult fiction “Nadia’s
War”! This grant is part of SCBWI’s program to assist children’s book writers and
illustrators who are in the process of completing a specific project currently not
under contract. Teddi’s manuscript will be posted on a special site for a list of
hand-selected agents and editors to review.
Christina June’s IT STARTED WITH
GOODBYE received the 2018 Young Adult
Virginia Authors Award, a teen-voted
honor for outstanding young-adult
literature written by a Virginia author!
She received her YAVA plaque during a
celebration held at the main branch of
Richmond Public Library on Saturday,
October 6.

Christina June poses with her award during the YAVA
celebration in Richmond. Courtesy Christina June

Kathryn Erskine enthused an auditorium
full of middle-grade readers at the John
Griffin Middle School in Fayetteville,
North Carolina, on October 17, 2018.
Afterward, the school news team had
a blast interviewing her. Kathy’s next
stop included a visit to New Century
International Middle School, also in
Fayetteville. Read an insightful newspaper
article about her visit HERE.
From the International Space Station,
astronaut Serena Auñón-Chancellor read
a hydroponics scene from Erin Teagan’s
BRAVING THE DEEP, an American Girl book
featuring science aficionada Luciana! The
October 17, 2018, Story Time From Space
live-feed video of the reading, along with
real pics from the ISS hydroponics lab, may
be viewed HERE.
Susan (VanHecke) Wood’s picture-book
biography ELIZABETH WARREN:
NEVERTHELESS, SHE PERSISTED was
reviewed along with other children’s titles
about political and judicial figures in the
November 2, 2018, New York Times Book
Review, which can be read HERE.

Kathryn Erskine with a fan of her work.
Photo: Donna Pope

Astronaut Serena Auñón-Chancellor reads from the ISS
a scene from Erin Teagan’s BRAVING THE DEEP. Photo:
Story Time from Space

On November 6, 2018, Ellen Braaf,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Advisor, sent word to Dionna L. Mann that she had been
awarded an SCBWI Tribute Fund scholarship! The Tribute award commemorates
members of the children’s book community,
their lives, and their work by funding an
all-expense scholarship to attend an SCBWI
International conference. Dionna is looking
forward to attending her first international
conference in February.

Use Oral Storytelling Techniques to Enliven Your Author Visits
continued from page 12

Consider encouraging your audience
to move too. Research shows little
ones do better with activities that
incorporate physicality. I usually have
kids stand up at some point and we
march like soldiers, dig in the sand,
or fall like leaves. If that’s too much,
let them move while sitting. They can
wiggle their fingers like raindrops,
flap their arms like birds, or curl their
fingers then “roar” like lions.
Understand Your Audience
Younger children, with their constant
fidgeting and wandering eyes, make
some authors nervous. But here’s the
deal, children two to five years old

aren’t wired to sit and listen for thirty
minutes. So don’t take it personally,
just plan for it.
If you have a wide age range, find
different ways to involve each. In my
experience, little kids like movement,
while bigger kids like to answer
questions or help with the reading in
some way. Also, props add extra fun.
Maybe you can wear a hat from the
book’s time period, or perhaps there’s
an object that you can hold up to
prompt a discussion.
Hopefully these tips will relieve some
of your nerves. Plus, adding varied
vocalization and facial expression

along with physicality will put some
oomph in your next author visit. And
remember, my writer friends, we’re all
storytellers.
Ali in polka-dot pants and
goofy hats is known as The
Story Lady. She often calls
upon her audience to
become characters and to
add sound effects. She’s the
author of picture books and
action rhymes. Her latest venture, LET’S
COUNT & MOVE!, was released this past fall.
thestoryladyva.com
Photo: Kerry B. Smith Photography
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To Market
AGENT ALERT!
JENNIFER MATTSON
andreabrownlit.com
Jennifer represents authors, illustrators, and authorillustrators from PB to YA. She gravitates toward
those who bring a distinctive, well-developed point
of view to their work. She is particularly drawn to
MG and YA fiction with richly imagined fantasies
that depart from typical quests. Her favorite
book as a kid was THE ENDLESS STEPPE by Esther
Hautzig—a story about a wealthy Polish girl exiled
with her family to Siberia.
INBOX LOVE: “I’d love to see a realistic
middle-grade story that shows strong girls
using wits and determination to survive harsh
circumstances. I’d also love to receive speculative
fiction with a defining premise as simple yet mindblowing as that of Phillip Pullman’s daemons, either
in a middle-grade or young-adult novel.”
INBOX LOATHING: “I really dislike
getting fantasy manuscripts that lean too much
on familiar elements, like portals and chosen-one
prophecies.”
Jennifer’s Profile and Submission Guidelines

LAURA CROCKETT
Triada US
Laura enjoys reading contemporary, historical, and
fantasy YA novels, all of which she represents. She
has a special love for contemporary, realistic youngadult fiction that is high concept, upmarket, and
light-hearted or humorous, similar in style and tone
to romcoms. Her list is pretty heavy with youngadult fantasy, but she does enjoy atmospheric and
original worlds, especially if they’re inspired by
other cultures and mythologies.
INBOX LOVE: “I love beautiful prose and
character development more than high-octane
action and plot-driven narratives. Family and
friendship dynamics are also a huge draw for me.”
INBOX LOATHING: “I am not seeking
thrillers of any kind, be they psychological, mystery,
or horror. I’m not seeking hard science fiction, urban
fantasy, or nonfiction.”
Lauren’s Profile and Submission Guidelines

SAMANTHA WEKSTEIN
Writers House

MARISSA MOSS,
Creston Editor and Publisher

Samantha’s passion is YA fiction. She loves creative
and epic fantasies in the vein of Sarah J. Maas or
Leigh Bardugo. She is also drawn to contemporary
YA with multidimensional female characters like
those of Rainbow Rowell, Julie Murphy, and Melina
Marchetta. For MG she is open to anything, but
especially enjoys books with themes of friendship,
adventure, or encountering tragedy for the first
time. Her favorites are Sharon Creech and Gail
Carson Levine. She does not want to receive
text-only PB submissions, but will review authorillustrator combinations or standalone illustration
work.

INBOX LOVE: “We love interesting stories
that are well written.”

INBOX LOVE: “I would love to see some
diverse fairy-tale retellings or fantasies that
creatively adapt the mythologies of non-Western
cultures. And lately I’ve been in the mood for
unique narrative voices that reach out, grab me,
and don’t let go.”
INBOX LOATHING: “I don’t want to see
stories featuring angels/demons, and works with
main themes of suicide or drug addiction.”
Samantha’s Profile and Submission Guidelines

PUBLISHER ALERT!
CRESTON BOOKS
crestonbooks.co
Since their first list in 2013, Creston Books has
produced both nonfiction and fiction picture books
of the highest caliber. Their titles have received
over twenty major awards and continue to garner
starred reviews and support from the literary
world. Creston Books has earned the reputation for
discovering today’s most impressive new talents
and is author-illustrator driven. About a third of
their authors have debuted with Creston Books.
Giving their creators more editorial freedom and
control than a typical New York house, Creston
Books works hard to promote every title, not just
the few they think will sell the best.

INBOX LOATHING: “We loathe eatyour-vegetables types of books, ones that push a
heavy-handed message and that talk down to their
audience.”
Creston Books Catalog and Submission Guidelines

KANE PRESS
kanepress.com
Kane Press is an award-winning publisher
of illustrated titles for children ages three to
eleven. Their books focus on connecting fiction
and nonfiction stories with authentic content
and relating that content to a child’s everyday
experience. Their titles are perfect for independent
reading or as part of a shared read-aloud
experience. Their newest trade imprint, StarBerry
Books, is a library of diverse picture books with
colorful art and wonderful humor created by
authors and artists from all over the globe. The
StarBerry catalog focuses on topics like imagination,
friendship, adventure, trying something new, and
dreaming of faraway places—things kids think
about on a daily basis.

JOY BEAN, Senior Editor
INBOX LOVE: “I would love to see
humorous stories (silly, absurd, dark, you name it),
narrative nonfiction, character-driven stories, and
new takes on the everyday.”
INBOX LOATHING: “There are very few
things I would loathe to see in my inbox, but I don’t
have an affinity for science fiction or overly sweet
stories.”

JES NEGRÓN, Editor
INBOX LOVE: “I would love to see updated
takes on safety and life topics (dealing with
strangers/death/recognizing danger/etc.) and more
books by and featuring people of color.”
INBOX LOATHING: “I do not want to
see stories exploring diversity and acceptance that
feature animals instead of humans.”
Kane Press Books Catalog and Submission
Guidelines
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Indie Bookstore Spotlight

East City Bookshop
645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 100, Washington, DC
(202) 290-1636 eastcitybookshop.com
Tucked neatly between a store selling
popular games and a shoe repair
shop, East City Bookshop is a jewel of
a find on Capitol Hill. Since it opened
in April 2016, residents of Washington,
DC’s southern quadrants have
celebrated their new neighbor as only
readers and book lovers can, with a
steady stream of business.
Walking in on a gray fall morning, the
light-filled space bustles with activity.
Story time is wrapping up in the
presentations space on the main floor.
If the row of strollers parked outside
wasn’t your first hint that this is a kidfriendly place, the toddlers, parents,
grandparents, and caretakers singing
along to the ukulele are a dead
giveaway. Children and their adults
are everywhere, paging through
graphic novels, perusing the gifts and
paraphernalia, and cuddling in laps
listening to a story.
The business occupies the street
and lower levels of the Market Place
at 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE. The
cozy storefront is a refuge from the
hustle and thrum of busy Capitol
Hill. The store offers a deep list of art,
architecture, nonfiction, and literary
and popular fiction. But the children’s
sections stand out. According to
Cathy Landry, one of the two women
owners, 30 percent of their business
centers on books for young readers.
Celeste Cackley, children’s books
buyer, curates a collection of diverse
authors and interests. For those who
aren’t quite sure what they’re in the
mood for on a given day, green “shelf
talkers” and “Staff Pick” cards point the
way. Local authors receive extra love
with shelf markers that highlight their
regional roots.
Co-owner Laurie Gillman founded
East City Bookshop after changes in
the publishing industry, a recession,
and a fire in a neighboring restaurant
caused Trover Books, a fixture on
the Hill for fifty-one years, to close

its doors in 2009. Enter East City
Bookshop, where book buyers find the
latest bestseller as well as an events
calendar chock full of world-renowned
authors for adults as well as young
readers.
Working with traditional publishers,
East City Bookshop hosts children’s
authors in the store and at local
elementary schools, providing
opportunities for authors and children
who might otherwise never get to
meet one another. Dana Gillespie,
children’s programmer, works with
area schools to prepare them for
author visits. When she first reached
out to the schools in the area about
hosting authors, many didn’t know
what to expect. Now, publishers
and writers eagerly approach the
bookshop in the hopes of connecting
young readers with new books.
The store buys mainly from traditional
book suppliers, but they have sold
some books alternatively published,
when those books have exceptional
reviews, substantial sales numbers,
and cover subjects of special interest
to the store’s clientele. Like most
bookstores, the buyers and sellers
have high standards, insisting on
quality.
Because of all it has to offer, East City
Bookshop is a premier destination for
DC readers of all ages!
Louise Pisano Simone—
author of this spotlight and
longtime SCBWI member
—writes and teaches
writing in Washington, DC,
where she lives with her
husband and four cats.
Visit her at lpsimone.com.
Photo: Courtesy Louise Pisano Simone

Photos: Louise Pisano Simone
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2018 Mid-Atlantic Conference Highlights

Don’t Hesitate to Get Help…or Give It!
“The generosity of people in this
business is phenomenal,” keynoter
Pat Cummings told a packed house
during the 2018 SCBWI Mid-Atlantic
Conference in Sterling, Virginia. In her
Saturday, October 20, presentation, “Nine
Epiphanies: Lessons, Insights and Bumps
in the Road…A Crib Sheet to Smooth
Your Career Path,” Cummings noted that
“at SCBWI, there’s a palpable sense of
sharing.” She encouraged attendees not
to hesitate to get help…or give it. Full of
anecdotes and a cringe-worthy faux pas
or two (or three), her fast-paced talk had
the crowd laughing and scribbling gems
like “Writing is a muscle you exercise.” The
author and/or illustrator of over thirty-five
books for young readers, Cummings is
looking forward to the release of her

first middle-grade novel, TRACE, from
HarperCollins in 2019.
SCBWI Mid-Atlantic Regional Advisor
Ellen Braaf welcomed everyone with
statistics: 170 writers and 25 illustrators
in attendance, including 64 first-timers
(for whom Angele McQuade led a
mini-orientation). Algonquin editor Elise
Howard delivered the opening plenary
address, “Begin in the Middle: Crafting
Opening Scenes to Intrigue and Engage
Readers (and Editors and Agents).” She
reminded the crowd that “first drafts are
warm-ups…be prepared to revise, revise,
revise.”
Moderated by Valerie Patterson, the
literary agents panel focused on the art
and business of publishing, with Natalie

Lakosil (Bradford Literary Agency), Cari
Lamba (Jennifer De Chiara Literary
Agency), Sarah Landis (Sterling Lord
Literistic), and Shadra Strickland (Painted
Words). The agents commented on the
need for characters “to hurt a little…so
get in there and suffer!” They also said
writers and illustrators should think of a
query like a job application (employers
don’t always respond); publishing is a
long and subjective game that requires
patience, thick skin, and a positive
attitude.

Illustration: VASHTI HARRISON, vashtiharrison.com

by A. B. Westrick

In the morning’s two breakout sessions,
Joan Waites hosted a Q&A with author/
illustrator/agent Shadra Strickland on
“Staying Competitive in Today’s

continued on page 17

Images from left to right: Volunteers stuff folders in a pre-conference flurry (Photo: Erin Teagan); Pat Cummings shares nine epiphanies about life and art (Photo: Angele McQuade); and (left) Rachael Stein
(Sterling Children’s Publishing) posing with Sarah Landis (Sterling Lord Literistic).
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2018 Mid-Atlantic Conference Highlights
continued from page 16

Illustration Market” while SCBWI
Publishing Advisor Bonnie Bader talked
about “Traveling Through the World of
Publishing.” In afternoon breakouts, Erin
Teagan moderated the novel panel, “On
Success and What It Takes,” featuring
Kwame Alexander, L. M. Elliott, Mary
Rand Hess, and Jonathan Ross; Lezlie
Evans moderated the picture-book
panel, “Pace Yourself! How Pacing and
Other Important Elements Can Make
or Break a Picture Book,” with Vashti
Harrison, Jacqueline Jules, and Ann
Marie Stephens; and Mary Quattlebaum
moderated the nonfiction panel,
“Crafting Compelling Nonfiction for
Curious Readers,” featuring Ginjer Clarke,
Winifred Conkling, and Debbie Levy.
Moderated by Ellen Braaf, the final
session, “Craft Advice from Editors: The
Story Arc (with First-Last Pages Session),”
spotlighted Kwame Alexander (Versify),
Elise Howard (Algonquin), Rachael Stein
(Sterling), and Mekisha Telfer (Roaring
Brook Press). Asked to vote on whether
they’d want to see more after reading
pages submitted anonymously in
advance (read out loud by actor Holly
Vagley), the editors rarely voted alike.
And that’s good news for writers and
illustrators! Their dissimilar preferences
reinforced Pat Cummings’s line earlier
in the day: “Don’t try to fit yourself into
what you think someone else wants.
Do what you do, then find the editor or
agent who loves what you do.”
The 2018 conference included
(optional) three-hour workshops on
Friday, October 19. Pat Cummings led
“The Plot Thins: Getting Brutal, Getting
Published…How Harsh Self-Editing Can
Turn Unsold Projects into Marketable
Stories.” In “Start,” Bonnie Bader helped

participants discern if they’re beginning
their stories in the right place. Mekisha
Telfer discussed “Under Pressure:
Raising the Stakes in Your Manuscript.”
Picture-book author Jacqueline
Jules explored “Creating Memorable
Characters.” Nonfiction writer Debbie
Levy focused on “Matters of Fact: Writing
(and Pitching) Nonfiction That Soars.”
Editor Elise Howard offered a session on
“Finding your Voice,” and Vashti Harrison
inspired illustrators with “Digital Art Tools
and Techniques from Drawing to Social
Media.”
Conference co-chairs Erin Teagan and
Valerie Patterson brought back the
PAL (Published and Listed) Roundtable
and dessert social, the lunch breakout
“Networking for Illustrators,” peer
critiques, book sales/signings, raffle
giveaways, and critiques by SCBWI
faculty (103 in total), as well as
overseeing 42 behind-the-scenes
volunteers. Despite Holiday Inn having
to bump a few attendees to a hotel
around the corner, thanks to Ellen, Val,
Erin, the faculty, and volunteers, the
2018 conference ran like a charm and
attendees departed fired up to get
back to work. Thank you for two days of
inspiration!
A. B. (Anne) is the author of
BROTHERHOOD (Penguin
Random House) and an
alumnus of the Vermont
College MFA program in
writing for children and
young adults.

abwestrick.com
Photo: Courtesy A. B. Westrick

Images from top: A picture-book panel with Vashti Harrison, Jacqueline Jules,
and Ann Marie Stephens (Photo: Angele McQuade); Valerie Patterson moderates
the literary agents’ panel with Shadra Strickland, Sarah Landis, Cari Lamba, and
Natalie Lakosil (Photo: Angele McQuade); and Mekisha Telfer, Elise Howard,
Rachael Stein, and Kwame Alexander during the first-and-last-pages panel
(Photo: Erin Teagan).

Kidlit Opportunity

Each year, the Grateful American™ Foundation, through its book prize, honors excellence in children’s
historical fiction and nonfiction focused on the people and events that have shaped the United States
since its birth. Children’s books published between July 1, 2018, and July 31, 2019, for ages eleven
through fifteen qualify. In commemoration of the thirteen original colonies, the winner receives a
cash award of $13,000. Honorable mentions receive $500. Winners and honorable mentions also get
commemorative medallions created by American artist Clarice Smith. Submissions will be accepted from
January 1 through July 31, 2019. Learn more HERE. Nominate a title HERE.
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It’s a Wrap!
Richmond-Area Summer Get-Together
Thank you, Meredith Henne Baker from Richmond,
Virginia, for penning the following wrap-up!
Being a new member of SCBWI, I looked forward to the
SCBWI Richmond-area’s get-together, held on Monday,
August 13, 2018, at Studio Two Three, an art studio-sharing
space, located in Richmond’s Scott’s Addition. Artist Sarah
Hand hosted the event, which was a relaunch of our
regional group and an informal planning and informationgathering session.
Around thirty writers and illustrators attended, many who
have been members for a decade or longer and some who
were prospective members looking to learn more about
the benefits of being an SCBWI member. A large number of
attendees were illustrators, reflecting the fact that RVA has
become a vibrant center for fine arts.
SCBWI member Marianne McKee shared a history of former
Richmond SCBWI activities, while author Libby McNamara
and illustrator Gina Wojtysiak shared their experiences
of attending SCBWI regional events. Angele McQuade
recently relocated from DC, and last year ran the first SCBWI
first-timer meeting held in that region. She shared helpful
information about what to expect at conferences and the
types of support offered through SCBWI.
Ideas for moving the Richmond SCBWI group forward—
especially since there’d been a hiatus over the past few
years—included forming local writing critique groups,
an illustrator (and author-illustrator) critique group, and
having a collaborative art show featuring the work of RVAarea illustrators.
I’d like to thank Richmond artist Sarah Hand and Regional
Advisor Ellen Braaf for coordinating and organizing that
event. The conversation, encouragement, and dramatic
thunderstorm made for a memorable night. It looks like a
great new chapter lies ahead for the Richmond-area SCBWI
members, and I’m excited to be a part of it!

The SCBWI Richmond-Area Get-Together was held at Studio Two Three. Courtesy Meredith Henne Baker

Kidlit writers and illustrators are meeting
every Monday morning at 10 a.m. in the
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts (VMFA) of
Richmond to work on their own projects at
the same table. While this is not an SCBWIsponsored meet-up, anyone’s welcome to
join in the fun!

Thank you, Lezlie Evans, Mid-Atlantic PAL Coordinator,
for sharing the following summary and photo!
A fun time was had by all at the PAL event on Saturday,
September 15, 2018, at Whitlow’s restaurant in Arlington,
Virginia. Former Little, Brown editor Julie Scheina
captivated the twenty-six in attendance with her talk
“Revision Without Tears.” Julie shared tips and tricks on how
to make the most of the revision process. Special thanks
to Patricia Kouttab for arranging the venue and to the
Whitlow staff for serving scrumptious food!

Julie Scheina speaks during a PAL get-together at Whitlow’s restaurant in Arlington. Courtesy Lezlie Evans
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Author Spotlight

In the Spotlight: Karen Kane

Introducing Karen Kane, sign language interpreter by day, children’s book author by night (and anytime in
between). Welcome, Karen!
Why did you decide to write this story,
one that features the Deaf community?

Karen Kane. Photo: Hayley C. Andrews

I never planned to write about
the Deaf community. I always felt
that my writing life and my life as
a sign language interpreter were
separate entities. But all those years
I was interpreting, this story was
percolating—I just didn’t know it.
One of my advisors at VCFA, A. S.
King, wanted me to write something
new. She felt I would grow more as a
writer with new material. So I began
writing short stories. And then one
day, while sitting at my computer, this
story started to come out of me. And
Frog, who is Deaf, came to me clear
and strong. Her character was easy to
write.

Tell us about your journey to becoming
a kidlit author.

What about your characters and
their friendship mirrors your life
experiences?

I’ve always loved to read, but I didn’t
start writing books until I had read
THE ARTIST’S WAY by Julia Cameron.
Part of THE ARTIST’S WAY program is to
freewrite three pages a day. You write
about anything—how grumpy you
feel, what you ate for breakfast, what
is annoying you. You just dump. The
idea is that by page three you have
cleared away enough of your brain
clutter to find out what is underneath.
And for me what was underneath
was the dream of writing a children’s
book. The beginning of my manuscript
“The Hayley Show” was started in my
morning pages. Although I didn’t sell
it, that project got me my agent.

I tend to be more like Charlie, the
quieter one. Frog fights for what she
wants and has never met a stranger.
But being quiet doesn’t mean
weakness. Charlie is anything but
weak. But Frog helps Charlie find his
own strength by modeling her own
power and inner drive. That is true for
me too—my closest friends show me
how I can embrace my own strengths.
Also, as a kid, I had fun exploring with
my best friend. I wanted Charlie and
Frog to have that same freedom to
explore the village of Castle-on-theHudson. And who wouldn’t want to
ride a gondola across the river on their
own? Sign me up!

In 2010, I joined SCBWI, which became
a wonderful source of support and
information. Through SCBWI, I learned
about the Vermont College of Fine Arts
Writing for Children and Young Adults
MFA program. And it was at VCFA that
I wrote CHARLIE AND FROG.

How did you find a home for CHARLIE
AND FROG at Disney-Hyperion and
why were you pleased?
When my agent tried to sell “The
Hayley Show,” I had about seventeen
rejections (I lost count!). One editor
was interested, but she couldn’t

convince her publishing house to buy
it. Ten years later, I was fortunate to
have five editors who wanted CHARLIE
AND FROG! (Moral: Don’t give up!
Keep writing!)
My editor at Disney-Hyperion, Tracey
Keevan, is terrific. Tracey happened to
watch a documentary about Martha’s
Vineyard one week before she received
my manuscript. Two hundred years
ago, Martha’s Vineyard had a large
Deaf population. Both hearing people
and Deaf people signed on the island.
When looking back, islanders often
couldn’t remember who was Deaf and
who was hearing because everyone
signed. Tracey was excited to work on
this story after watching that film. And
I was thrilled that Disney-Hyperion
hired a Deaf artist, Carlisle Robinson,
to illustrate the inside chapter artwork
of CHARLIE AND FROG!
What are you working on now, and
why are you enjoying it?
I am currently finishing the next
Charlie and Frog book—THE BONEY
HAND. It will be published June 2019.
I love the characters and setting of
CHARLIE AND FROG, so it’s wonderful
to be immersed in them again. I am
also working on a picture book. Picture
books just make me happy. And it’s a
nice change of pace from a middlegrade book, as they are so different
from each other. But right now, I’m on
a deadline, so my picture book will
have to wait until I’m done!
Karen, an interpreter for the Deaf community
for over twenty-five years, graduated from
the National Technical Institute for the Deaf,
and received her MFA from Vermont College
of Fine Arts. When she’s not writing, you can
find her lost in the stacks of her local library.
Karenkanebooks.com @karenkanebooks.com
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Regional Kidlit Events Not Sponsored By SCBWI
continued from page 4

Roanoke Author Invasion
The Roanoke Author Invasion will
be held on Saturday, April 6, 2019,
at the Holiday Inn Tanglewood in
Roanoke, Virginia. Young and old
alike are welcome to join authors of
contemporary and paranormal youngadult fiction as they talk about their
latest releases. There will be giveaways,
presentations, book signings, and an
after party. With the exception of the
after party, this is a FREE event. For a full
schedule, click HERE.

Sounds of the Mountains
Storytelling Festival
The Sounds of the Mountains
Storytelling Festival will be held at
Camp Bethel in Fincastle, Virginia, on
Friday, April 12, and Saturday, April 13,
2019. Snacks, drinks, homemade soups,
fresh salads, and chili will be available

as meal options. This annual festival is a
fundraiser for the outdoor ministries of
Camp Bethel, a nonprofit organization.
For more information about this ticketed
event, click HERE.

RVA LitCrawl
The RVA LitCrawl—an author-reading
series held in various locations
throughout Carytown, a quaint
shopping neighborhood in the heart of
downtown Richmond, Virginia—will take
place on Friday, April 19, and Saturday,
April 20, 2019. The event connects
readers with regional writers, including
writers for young people. Learn more
about this FREE event HERE.

Children’s Book Guild Monthly
Luncheons
The Children’s Book Guild Lunchtime
Lecture Series takes place at Busboys

and Poets, across the street from its
old 5th and K location. SCBWI guests
are warmly invited. To RSVP, use the
Guest tab to pay at the online link. Put
“Jacqueline Jules” in where it asks for a
member’s name. Do feel comfortable
about registering as a guest! Upcoming
speakers include award-winning author
Elizabeth Acevedo, who will on February
21, 2019, discuss her cultural heritage,
writing process, and how she arrived at
writing THE POET X. On April 11, 2019,
award-winning author Katherine Marsh
will present “Stories Behind the Story,”
discussing the craft of writing historical
fiction. And on June 20, 2019, there will
be a conversation with Eloise Greenfield,
winner of the 2018 Coretta Scott King–
Virginia Hamilton Lifetime Achievement
Award. The cost is $25 per person. Learn
more HERE. Contact Jacqueline,
jjules@jacquelinejules.com, with your
questions.

Book Birthday and Beyond
continued from page 8

match your work schedule or geographical location, but
those that will give you the best opportunity to interact
with writers, illustrators, educators, and/or readers. Ask
friends and writers you admire what events they enjoy
and why. Look at social media posts from participants at
different events from previous years.
Third, if an honorarium is not provided, create a realistic
budget. Consider your out-of-pocket expenses for travel,
lodging, and food. You’ll also need to budget purchasing
enough swag for your events—bookmarks, postcards,

stickers/buttons (which are great gifts for kids who can’t
purchase a book).
Fourth, learn to say no. Protect your writing, family
obligations, work schedule, as well as other personal
responsibilities. If an organizer of an event invites you
and you must decline, let them know you’d love to be
considered for a future event. They’ll understand.
Fifth, diligently keep track of your events. If your publisher
or a booking agent isn’t handling things, record new events
in your calendar as soon as you confirm, adding alerts if
you need to do prework before the day.

Illustrations: SCOTT DUBAR, scottdubar.com

Sixth, even if your publisher hasn’t organized your
participation in an event, inform them about your plans.
They want to know your marketing efforts.
Finally, remember why you love this work, and why you
want to continue. Embrace the winding, bumpy kidlit
journey. With each step, there is discovery and growth!
Leah calls Washington, DC, home. Her debut middlegrade novel, ONE SHADOW ON THE WALL, was just
the beginning of her creative journey. She has
several children’s book releases up and coming. Find
her @LeahsMark and at leahhendersonbooks.com.
Photo courtesy Leah Henderson
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Punctuation Tip
Stop Using Quotation Marks for Emphasis, “People”!
by Pam Kelly Glauber
As a copyeditor, I come across quotation marks being
misused for emphasis everywhere. Take the title of this
article: by putting quotes around people, I am implying that
you are not, or are somehow less than, a person. What an
insult to you very human readers! Put quite simply, do not
use quotation marks for emphasis. A word in quotes for
emphasis implies sarcasm, doubt, or an opposite meaning.
And when that implication is not intended, the error can
be hilarious to readers but embarrassing for the author.
Use instead italics, boldface, or all caps, or follow your
publishing house’s style guide.
With that in mind, what would you think of the following
ads?
“Free” Gift with Purchase!
As a passing customer, I would certainly zero in on the
word free. But the quotation marks here cast doubt: Is the
gift really free? Or is there a catch? The correct, no-stringsattached spelling should be Free Gift with Purchase!
How about this one?

According to the Chicago Manual of
Style, use quotation marks for: 1.) titles
of subsections of larger works, such as
chapter and article titles, and titles of
poems and short stories in a collection;
2.) titles of songs, essays, one-act plays,
TV episodes, and articles from journals,
magazines, newspapers, and their online
equivalents; 3.) dialogue; 4.) setting off
phrases borrowed verbatim from another
source; 5.) using terms in a nonstandard,
slang, ironic, or special sense, such as
wordplay.

Fried “Chicken Wings”!
The punctuation of this sign tells us that the meat is indeed
fried, but the restaurant isn’t promising chicken—or its
wings!—on that plate. A better sign would read Fried
Chicken Wings!
Or this one:
Our Fish Is “Fresh”!
Yikes! This sign is just plain scary as punctuated. In this
case, placing fresh in quotes implies the opposite meaning,
because fish is either fresh or it isn’t. The safer promise to
diners would be Our Fish Is Fresh! (Though if you have to
convince me, I think I’ll pass.)
The next time you consider using quotes for emphasis
in your writing, consider the comedic implications. I
guarantee you’ll crack up at what you’ve inferred—and
never misuse them again!
Alternatively, intentional quotes around certain words
or phrases can be used effectively to express sarcasm or
irony. For example, Sophie snuck into her cousin’s shop and
“borrowed” a few things. The author is purposely using
quotation marks here to tell the reader that Sophie is
stealing, or at least taking items without permission.

It is also acceptable to use scare quotes—optional
quotation marks that enclose a word or phrase to indicate
irony or doubt, often preceded by so-called. As in, His
so-called “diet” amounted to three times the calories he
usually consumed. The speaker in this example is clearly
indicating disdain.
As an author, be intentional with your use of quotation
marks, lest your reader ends up laughing for the wrong
reason. Unless, of course, you’re like my quotes-obsessed
best friend from high school. To this day, she still sends me
cards littered with misplaced quotation marks: “Best” friends
forever, chica! I’m “so excited”! “Can’t wait” to see you next
month! At least she doesn’t call me her so-called “friend.”
Maybe she really is excited to see me. Or maybe she’ll show
up with some “fresh” birthday cake.
Pam is a freelance editor, copyeditor, and
proofreader. Previously, she enjoyed editing awardwinning children’s books at Holiday House. She
holds a BA in English from Cornell University and a
professional certificate in editing from New York
University. She is now raising two young readers of
her own. pam.glauber@gmail.com.
Photo: Sara Devere Photography
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Critique Group Spotlight

Drafts and Laughs
Members
Heather Fruzzetti, Jennifer Richter,
Julia Malakoff, Lawan McFerren, and
Shenell Gironimi— all Mid-Atlantic
SCBWI members.

How It Formed
The group began after Jennifer and
Julia connected in 2016 through
Terry Jennings’s SCBWI critique group
database. Shenell, an artist friend of
Julia’s, came aboard a few months
later. Heather and Lawan reached out
via the database in 2017. Drafts and
Laughs is not the group’s official name,
but it does highlight their fun, relaxed
atmosphere (though the beverage of
choice is tea, not beer).

"We may not always get
a chance to meet every
month, but when we do
get together it’s always
a positive and enriching
experience.“

How It Functions
Drafts and Laughs meets once a
month, usually on the second Sunday
from 1:30 to 4 p.m. Jennifer hosts it in
her home and provides coffee and tea
while members come bearing snacks.
Between meetings, they use a closed
Facebook group to share progress
updates and anything else writing
related—local events, interesting
blogs, writing tips, etc. Their structure
is informal, a combo of catching up,
commiserating, and critiquing. The
manner of critiquing varies depending
on member preferences.

Some read their pieces aloud and
receive feedback on the spot,
while others prefer to email their
manuscripts ahead of time. Other
times they exchange hard-copy
manuscripts at the end of the
meetings for critiquing the following
month. Julia and Shenell, illustrators
as well as writers, often bring their
sketches. Occasionally, the meetings
are more craft focused, with members
sharing what they’ve learned from
workshops and other activities. They
once set aside time for a writing
exercise based on an instructional
video. It was a good experience, and
they plan to incorporate exercises in
the future. Before leaving, they share
their individual goals for the coming
month.

What They Love
About Their
Critique Group
HEATHER: I look forward to the
meetings with our group—they’re
light, engaging, and positive. There’s
always plenty of laughter, and some of
us laugh until we cry.
JENNIFER: I love how the relaxed
atmosphere allows us to be honest
and open in our critiquing. I also
appreciate the range of interests,
talents, and personalities represented
in our group. We have poets, artists,
busy moms, empty nesters, those
who work full- and part-time,
entrepreneurs—you name it. We may
not always get a chance to meet every
month, but when we do get together
it’s always a positive and enriching
experience.
JULIA: When Jennifer contacted me to
form a group, she was down-to-earth,
warm, friendly and supportive. She set
the tone for a patient and accepting
environment. With every new member,
our group has become stronger and
even more supportive.

(Back row from left to right) Jennifer Richter, Lawan McFerren, Heather
Fruzzetti; (seated from left to right) Julia Malakoff and Shenell Gironimi.
Courtesy Drafts and Laughs

LAWAN: Our group is very supportive
of one another and I love the fact that
after the first meeting, I felt like I had
known the ladies for years!
SHENELL: The honest feedback. It helps
me when I’m stuck, and sometimes
helps me find a new direction in my
writing.

How They Have
Grown as Writers
HEATHER: Our group has encouraged
me to think more seriously about
meter, since my story is presented in
verse. Specifically, Julia suggested that
I focus on keeping things balanced.
JENNIFER: Early on Julia encouraged
me to take more risks and have fun
with plotting one of my novels, and
it was a real breakthrough! Also, the
group as a whole has helped me
loosen up and add more emotional
content to my writing.

continued on page 23
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Good News!

continued from page 6

M. K. England’s debut young-adult novel, THE
DISASTERS, was published by HarperTeen on
December 18, 2018! Pitched as The Breakfast
Club meets Guardians of the Galaxy, M. K.’s sci-fi
adventure features hotshot pilot Nax and fellow
Ellis Station Academy “failures,” who must pull off
a dangerous heist to spread the truth about an
interplanetary terrorist plot. Mackenzi Lee, New
York Times bestselling author, said it’s “a clever,
cosmic thrill ride packed with nonstop action and
starring a motley crew that won me over from page
one. Just too much fun!”

Susan (VanHecke) Wood has two picture books
forthcoming! HOLY SQUAWKAMOLE! LITTLE RED HEN
MAKES GUACAMOLE, illustrated by Laura González,
will be published by Sterling on March 5, 2019. It’s
a tasty take on the classic Little Red Hen
story—with a spicy twist. And SANDY
FEET! WHOSE FEET? FOOTPRINTS AT THE
SHORE, illustrated by Steliyana Doneva,
will be released by Sleeping Bear Press
on April 15, 2019. This nonfiction STEM
book-in-verse uses creatures’ footprints
to explore the shoreline habitat.

Madelyn Rosenberg’s THE SCHMUTZY FAMILY,
a National Jewish Book Award finalist with
illustrations by Paul Meisel, is now out in paperback,
released by Holiday House on September 11, 2018!

Sue Fliess has two picture books up and coming!
THE EARTH GIVES MORE, illustrated by Christiane
Engel, will be released by Albert Whitman and
Company on March 1, 2019. It’s a
sweet rhyming story for five- through
seven-year-olds that follows the change
in seasons and illustrates how we can
all be stewards of the Earth. Read
Sue’s interview about the title with Mr.
Schu HERE. Sue’s picture book HOW TO
TRACK AN EASTER BUNNY, illustrated by
Simona Sanfilippo, will launch February 5, 2019, from
Sky Pony Press!

Mary Quattlebaum’s nonfiction picture book
BROTHER, SISTER, ME AND YOU will be forthcoming
from National Geographic Kids on March 5, 2019!
In this playful nonfiction picture book, young ones
two though five will discover rhythmic, rhyming
text that encourages reprising animal actions. It is
filled with adorable photographs that explore sibling
relationships in the animal kingdom.

Critique Group Spotlight
continued from page 22

Member Bios:

JULIA: I personally struggle with juggling my creative goals,
but our group has been encouraging and has helped me to
stay on track by chunking out smaller goals. I’ve also gotten
help following through with the editing process.

Heather’s blog about keeping kids healthy has been routinely highlighted
in media sites. She is now turning her passion into a picture book.
heatherfruzzetti@gmail.com

LAWAN: The group’s honest feedback about the cover of my
debut novel, LOST IN TIME, really helped me take the leap
to have it redesigned to a more middle-grade-friendly face.
SHENELL: Well, for me, it was that my writing was
too lengthy for a thirty-two-page book. Jennifer had
introduced me to haiku sonnets and recommended I try
that format.

Jennifer has published poetry and short stories for children and adults.
She is currently working on two middle-grade novels. @J_Ann_Richter,
jenniferannrichter.com.
A mixed media artist, Julia is writing and illustrating a picture book. Her
Instagram site is @paper_jewels and her website is paper-jewels.com.
Lawan began writing in elementary school and majored in journalism while
in college at the University of Maryland. She currently writes middle grade.
lgmcferren.com @lawanmcferren
Shenell is a Navy veteran and contemporary realist painter. She is writing and
illustrating an art-themed picture book. You can find her art at
lgmcferren.com and @shenellgironimi
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Meet Our Volunteers

Introducing Dionna L. Mann,
Content Editor of the Mid-Atlantic
SCBWI Highlighter, more ezine than
newsletter
Nowadays, to keep the features going,
I routinely ask members if they’re
willing to contribute. Additionally, I
gather, write, and organize the rest of
the newsletter’s content—upcoming
events, market listings, good-news
and in-the-news blurbs. I request
profile pictures, award images, and
event photos, write their captions,
and gather permissions. I then send
the issue package over to Ellen for
review; then over to our fantabulous
copyeditor, Susan VanHecke, who
wields her amazing red pen; and
then lastly to Tami, who pours her
awesome sauce over the copy.
What do you love about
volunteering?
Courtesy Dionna L. Mann

How long have you been
volunteering with Mid-Atlantic
SCBWI?
I became the content editor of
Highlighter in 2017, but have
contributed articles as far back as 2008
when the amazing Moira Donohue
was at the content helm.
What duties have you performed as a
Mid-Atlantic volunteer?
The first order of business was
revamping the newsletter. I set up
regular features to highlight our
members’ kidlit journey and to offer
PAL members an ample opportunity
to share their good news, industry
partnerships, and craft expertise. Ellen
Braaf, our regional advisor, and Tami
Traylor, Highlighter designer, were
all for the changes, even though it
would mean more work for them.

I love being part of the Highlighter
team, producing what I believe to
be a high-quality publication—a
beautifully designed ezine—worthy
of SCBWI. Besides that, I get to know
amazing kidlit pros and read their
top-notch advice about the craft
several times over. (Hopefully, that’s
improving my own craft!) And I find
it a sweet fringe benefit to be in
constant contact with editors and
agents as I reach out to them for our
To Market listing.
What special privileges or
experiences have you enjoyed
because of your volunteering?
Despite being nervous about my
messy eating habits, my greatest
experience so far was having dinner
with the faculty during the 2017 fall
conference. Best. Conversation. Ever.
I even got to sit right next to Moira,
who didn’t seem to notice the mess
(or my ever-growing used-napkin

pile) at all! And being awarded a 2018
Tribute Award—that’s icing on my
chocolate cake!
What challenges have arisen with
regard to your volunteering? Why
are you glad you overcame those
challenges?
To be honest, I find myself grrrowling
a bit when our members share
their kidlit good news and event
participation on their social media
accounts but forget to share it with
Highlighter. I spend hours upon
hours (as an unpaid publicist of sorts)
seeking and finding good news for
Highlighter to share. In the end, I love
seeing the Highlighter full to the brim
with our members’ kidlit accolades,
but I do hope that someday SOON
everyone will realize that Highlighter
is here to celebrate with them and
they will get in the habit of CC-ing
me. (Insert puppy-with-begging-eyes
emoji.)
Why would you recommend
volunteering with our region’s
SCBWI?
Volunteers always receive more than
they give, right?
Dionna, an SCBWI member since 2005, has
placed her work with Highlights for Children,
Ladybug, and Cricket. As a work-for-hire
author, she’ll soon have a book about orcas
forthcoming from Scholastic Press! You can
find her at dionnalmann.com where she
celebrates all things kidlit.
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